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A water have been particular ecological function and it is an indicator of general state of biosphere. In related
with this summary toxicology evaluation of water by biotesting methods are very actual.

The peculiarity of biotesting information is an integral reflection of all totality properties of examination envi-
ronment in position of its perception by living objects. Rapid integral evaluation of anthropological situation is a based
aim of biotesting. If this evaluation have deviation from normal state, detailing analysis and reveal of dangerous com-
ponents could be conduct later.

Quality of water from Degelen gallery, where nuclear explosions were conducted, was investigation by bio-
testing methods. The micro-organisms (Micrococcus Luteus, Candida crusei, Pseudomonas algaligenes) and water
plant elodea (Elodea canadensis Rich) used such as test-objects.

It is known, that transporting function of cells membranes of living organisms are violate in first time in extreme
conditions by difference influences. Therefore, ion penetration of elodeas and micro-organisms cells, which contain in
examination water with toxicants, used such as test-function. Alteration of membrane penetration estimated by meas-
urement of electrolytes electrical conductivity , which going out from living objects cells to distillate water. Index of
water toxic is ratio of electrical conductivity in experience to electrical conductivity in control. Also observations from
common state of plant, which incubated in toxic water, have been conducted. (Chronic experience conducted during for
60 days.)

The plants incubated in waters samples, which pick out from gallery in 1996 and 1997 years. The time of incu-
bation is 1-10 days.

The results of investigation showed, that ion penetration of elodeas and micro-organisms cells changed very
much with influence of radionuclides, which contain in testing water. Changes are take place even in that case, when
quantity of radionuclides are insignificantly

Differences in speed of ions going outs began through 30 minutes after start of measurement. Later (1-24 hours)
the difference between control and experience samples were more visible. In chronic test, when elodea incubated in
toxic water for 30 days, morphological modification are express very well. There are brown and discoloration of leaves,
interruption of sprout growth. After 60 days plants didn't renewal formation of new sprout in most of test's variants.
The plants died in 2 variants and in others its begin adapted. It is establish, that degree of morphological difference
depend on intensity of P-radiation in test samples of water.)

This way, conducting investigation shows the possibility of rapid determination of water quality in ecological
aspect by biophysics method with use living organisms of different taxonomic groups such as test-objects. This ap-
proach may be used also for inspection aims for sites, where possibly nuclear explosions were conducted.
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